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AGENDA FOR THE 63rd COS CONFERENCE TO BE HELD ON 07th June 2006 at Rail Bhawan, New Delhi 

1.           Material Availability & Inventory  

            Railways have to ensure availability of all items, safety items in particular. Cent percent availability should be achieved for safety 

1.1.       Overall availability position of material   

The statement of percentage availability of stock items for the month of Feb. 2006 is placed at Annexure I. It is noticed from the sta
overall availability position of stock items is 94.77% in Feb, 2006.   

1.2.       Availability of Safety items  

The statement of percentage availability for safety items for the month of Feb. 2006 is placed at Annexure II. It is noticed from the sta
availability position of Safety items has improved from 93.59% in Feb 2005 to 95.38% in Feb, 2006.   

1.3.        Review of Inventory performance  

            Inventory position (Stores suspense) without fuel and with fuel at the end of Jan. 2006 is placed at annexure III & IV respectively

2.          Centralised / Decentralised Purchase   

Some of the Railways have suggested recentralization of signaling cables, quad cables as the approved firms for such items have tenden
higher as well as same rates and reluctant to reduce the rates even after negotiation on several occasions.  

Suggestions by Railways:  

SER:  In case of Signaling Cables, quad cable etc, there exist strong cartel. RDSO may be asked to look into. These items are su
centralised procurement by Railway Board.  

For certain items, viz. Gears and Pinion for Electric Locos, practically only one source M/s. KPC is quoting and getting orders from all t
They have very limited capacity as a result unable to meet railway’s requirement in time. DMW-Patiala may be advised for in-house produ

NCR:    Signaling Cables may be recentralized as rates quoted by firms are quite high & strong cartel formation is suspected. The fi
different rates in different Railways in a small span of time so it is becoming very difficult to finalise the procurement of these items.   

DMW: Presently few indigenous items such as Steel Cap Piston, Turbo super charger, Radiator fan Bearing, 251+ Cylinder Head Assem
Bearing Shell Thrust are centralized for procurement in DLW. 

These items should be decentralized to enhance availability.  

3.          DGS&D  

During the meeting held on 28-03-2006, following were advised to Railways:  
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·         Wherever timely supplies and quality supplies cannot be ensured in DGS&D R/Cs, they can go in for direct purchases duly 
recording the reasons adequately which are problem areas in purchases.   

·         DRS(IC) to expedite revision of Appendix-VI of Stores Code Volume-I  

·         Whenever there is no valid rate contracts for mandatory items, the tenders can be floated as items becomes a direct purchase 
items and in case rate contracts at higher rates are received prior to issue of orders against direct purchase then orders against direct
purchase may be issued informing DGS&D in terms of para 803 of Stores code.    

Feedback by Railways:   

SR:    (a) The website of DGS&D do not have item wise search facility and is also not being updated regularly. The
description/specification mentioned in the website is partial/incomplete leading to wrong identification of Rate Contract Items. 

(b) Direct purchase of items for which RC/RGC exists and when it can be established that supplies can not be obtained within required
delivery period against RC/RGC order, COS has power to purchase upto Rs.25000/- each purchase not exceeding Rs.1 lakh in aggregate 
in each case in one year. 

            It is proposed to increase this power to Rs.5 lakh each purchase not exceeding to Rs.20 lakh in aggregate in each case per
annum. 

(c) Divisional/Depot Stores Officer have been delegated with power of purchase for DGS&D items. The same power may also be
delegated to DMMs to procure against for stock items as well.  

NFR: COS/CMM’s power be enhanced to Rs. 25 Lakhs per each item and AGM should have full power for procuring DGS&D items in the 
following situations: 

i)         Either R/C is not concluded. 

ii)       There is failure against existing R/C. 

iii)      The item is urgently required and the delivery schedule of DGS&D RC is not adequate to cater to the requirement  

iv)      Market Rate is lower based on published/authentic document.  

NR: Direct Purchase of items covered by DGS&D for which Rate/Running Contract exist and when it can be established that the supplies
cannot be arranged within the delivery period against the Rate Contract due to non-approval of proto-type or any other reason may be 
enhanced to Rs. 5 Lakhs In case of Non-Stock and 3 months requirement without monetary Limit for Stock Item.  

Direct Purchase of Items covered by DGS&D for which Rate/Running Contract exist and when it can be established that the same/similar
item is available in the market at a lower price or where the firms at lower rate do not accept order against Rate Contract due to various
reasons may be enhanced to Full powers.  

WR: Cement is procured by Railways through DGS&D under Rate contract operated by DGS&D itself. The problems of logistics such as
rake load movement, non-availability of peace-meal wagons, non-availability of sufficiently large storage space on the Divisions etc. 
severely affect the availability of cement. Because of this, even the petty works over the Divisions get delayed.  

The economics in a centralised purchase through DGS&D is also set aside to a larger extent by the loss of cement in transportation,
setting of cement because of exposure to moisture, shelf life, labour involved in handling, storage cost etc.  

4.         Scrap Management 

Zonal Railways have achieved highest ever scrap sale of 1364 crores in the year 2005-06. The target for scrap sale during year 2006-07 
has been tentatively fixed for Rs. 1900 crores. After issue of Board’s letter dated 21.3.06 permitting sale of scrap rails, all items of scrap 
have been allowed for sale. Zonal railways have to make all out efforts to achieve maximum possible scrap sales.   

4.1.       Position of Scrap Disposal  

The target for disposal of scrap during the year 2006-07 has been tentatively fixed at Rs.1900 crores. The statement of actual disposal 
up to April, 06 is indicated in the Annexure V.   

Feedback:  

WR: While giving clearance for sale of scrap rails, Railway Board has put certain additional safeguards. Engineering Department have
advised that these safeguards are not feasible and have sought review of the same by Railway Board.   

4.2.             Prompt disposal of accidental rolling stock   

            Board (MM) has laid down in the time frame for disposal of accidental rolling stock within 75/80 days from date of accrual. The
statement of accidental rolling stock waiting for disposal given in Annexure-VI. It indicates that ECoR has such stocks available for more 



than Six months. ECoR is having the maximum stock of accidental rolling stock awaiting disposal. 

4.3.             Transportation of scrap to RWF   

Traffic Deptt is not permitting piecemeal movement of wagons due to which availability of scrap is being adversely affected. Relaxation
had been given upto 30-05-2006. It may not be possible to affect piecemeal movement of wagons in future except from few locations. 
The proposed strategy for movement of scrap to RWF, to which the Railways plan to adopt will be discussed.  

4.4.             EMD for sale tenders  

Presently EMD amount in case of sale tender is kept at 5% of estimated lot value subject to maximum of Rs. 50,000/-.   

Feedback  

ICF: For scrap sale through tender, the EMD equal to 10% of the bid value may be called for. For tenders where the bid value exceeds
Rs. 10 Lakhs, EMD to be deposited with the tender may be kept at 5% of the bid value without any upper limit subject to a minimum of
Rs.1.00 lakhs. EMD for unsuccessful bidders may be returned within 10 days time even if the tender is not finalized, so that tenderers do
not mind paying a higher EMD amount. This would expedite finalization of tender in favour of highest bidder without any fear of failure of
contract. Security deposit may be kept at 10% of the bid value without any upper limit and the balance of S.D may be called from
successful bidder after adjusting EMD.  

4.5.       Payment of Balance Sale Value 

The payment of balance sale value vide installments is permitted as follows:- 

1.          In two installments where balance Sale value exceeds Rs 2.0 lakhs but is below Rs 5.0 lakhs, 

2.          In 3 installments where balance Sale value is Rs 5.0 lakhs and above. 
  

Feedback: 

CR:  The above limits were laid down more than 20 years ago. Further, as per Board’s letter No. 2001/RS(S)/709/20 dt. 24.9.02), the 
size of the lots in terms of money value should range between Rs 10.0 lakhs to Rs 25.0 lakhs and in no case the size and value of the lots
should exceed 500 MT and Rs 50 lakhs.   

In view of the enhancement in the average size of the lot, the facility for payment of sale value in installment also needs to be modified
as follows:-  

1.          In 2 installments, for lots where balance Sale Value exceeds Rs 5.0 lakhs but is less than Rs 10.0 lakhs,  

2.          In 3 installments for lots where balance Sale Value is Rs 10.0 lakhs and above. 

5.          Cartel Formation by Approved Sources  

Railways/PUs have reported that RDSO approved firms still continue to indulge in cartel formation despite following Board’s instructions 
dated 05.08.2002 including reporting matter to RDSO for penal action.   

Suggestions by Railways   

CR: Due to non existence of proper communication between Approving Authority and the purchasing authorities (Zonal Rlys & Pus), the
formation of Cartel among RDSO approved firms is not getting broken Due to this such firms are not getting penalized. A new course of
action may be started at the level of Rly. Board, for monitoring the Cartel cases at the level of EDs, by holding meetings with all
approved sources in presence of ED concerned of RDSO, wherein the commercial performances of these firms and the zonal Railway
complaints regarding abnormal prices, may be reviewed and the firm’s future approval should be based on this review.   

6.          System Improvement 

6.1.       Single RDSO approved source 

Where there is only single RDSO approved source, the normal purchase power should be delegated to the purchase officers instead of
treating such purchase as single tender purchase. 

6.2.      Negotiations: (SECR) 

Necessary guidelines for holding negotiations in the cases where RDSO has approved sources in Part-I and Part-II category may be 
issued at an early date. 

6.3.       Offers involving import against advertised tender for indigenous goods 



There are cases where despite best efforts by the railways the foreign principals are not submitting performa invoice in the offer which
are submitted by their Indian agent. It is suggested that RDSO while giving approval to foreign firms, should take undertaking that only
foreign firms should quote directly or submit performa invoice if quotes through Indian agents. 

6.4.             ISO-9000 Certification  

During the last Conference of COSs, it was decided that Railways will speed up the ISO: 9000 certification of complete purchase office
and all general stores depots by December, 2005.  

Feedback  

 
6.5.             Offers received through FAX  

There are no policy/guidelines about consideration or acceptance of offers received through FAX.   

Feedback  

NCR: Different Zonal Railways are following different system of offers received through FAX. In the modern age of communication, FAX
offers are being received very frequently. Necessary guidelines may be issued.  

Railway Purchase office Depots
CR   
ER   
NR  Two purchase sections in Hd.Qrs. Office 

awarded ISO Certification. Certification of 
complete purchase office taken up and would 
be completed soon.  

All the major Stores Depots received ISO 
certificates. 

NER The proposal for engaging consultant is 
under finance concurrence for COS Office. 

  

DSL/IZN & DSL/Gonda - Certified 

For GSD/GKP and for GSD/IZN, Certification process 
will start after ISO Certification of COS office. 

NFR Certified GSD/NJP certified. Remaining two GSDs at KIR and 
PNO to get ISO certification in 2006-07. 

SR Complete Purchase Office certified on 
22.08.2002 and renewed for another 3 
years.  

10 depots out of 22 depots have been certified and 
efforts are being made for getting ISO – 9001 
Certification by other depots. 

SCR  Entire COS Office certified The GSD/Mettuguda certified. 
SER  ISO certification of Purchase office and GSD 

is being planned.  
TPKR EMU depot certification under process.

WR The contract for certification for one 
purchase section (diesel section) finalized 
and under implementation.  

For extending the same contract for 
complete purchase office, the offer of M/s. 
RITES called for.  

The contract for certification GSD/SBI finalized and 
under implementation. For extending the same 
contract for GSD/MX, the offer of M/s. RITES called 
for. 

  

ECoR   MCS depot certified. For ELS and DLS Depot/WAT 
are being planned 

ECR   Certification of General & Mechanical Stores Depot, 
Samastipur expected to be completed by July, 2006. 

NCR After being set up well, action will be taken 
to get ISO certification.  

CWE&G depot, Jhansi certified.  

NWR At present, not being implemented in COS 
office, as ISO was planned for whole of NWR 
and all the offices of NWR are not ready for 
ISO certification. 

 C&W-AII, LS-AII, DL-AII, DL-ABR and DL-BGKT 
depots certified.  

SECR  Proposal for COS office under finance 
concurrance 

Proposal for Raipur Wagon Shop Stores/Raipur 
under finance concurrence.  

Proposal for GSD at Raipur and Nagpur is being 
processed.

SWR Proposal under finance concurrence Proposal under finance concurrence  
WCR   CRWS/BPL, Diesel NKJ, DSL/ET and ELS/ET depots 

certified. 

Box-N/NKJ and WRS/KTT depots to be certified with 
respective shed/workshop. 

For ELS/NKJ & ELS/TKD depots process under 
progress.  



SECR: In present scenario of communication facilities, FAX offers should be acceptable. 

6.6.      Ordering on Approved sources in part II  
  

Vide Board’s letter dt 05-05-2006, following has been advised to Railways: 

“The ordering on a Part-II approved source with competitive price ranking can be considered beyond 15% incase source has successfully 
executed a larger quantity order in the same railway unit. That is to say the ordering quantity on a part-II source can be upto 15% or the 
highest quantity of a past order successfully executed in the same Railway unit which ever is higher subject to the tender committee/
accepting authority being satisfied about the financial capacity, performance aspects, etc. 

It is also likely that there may be cases where more than one Part-II source are within the zone of consideration on the basis of 
competitive price ranking with satisfactory past performance on the railway. In such cases, each Part-II source can be considered for 
ordering in the same manner as indicated above.”   

Feedback  

CR: Railways are expected to encounter following difficulties: 

·       Non-availability of records/data for performance against Non-stock purchase orders and against the alternate/old specification  

·      These guidelines cover material to same specification or old specification as well or not.  

·     Guidelines need to be provided for the procurement of items required to be procured from ICF/CLW/RCF/DLW/GM approved sources. 
As approved vendors/ sources in the list of PU are classified as developmental/trial and regular not as Part II and Part I sources.             

·      For the items included recently in “RDSO approved” list – whether the performance of the firm can be taken into consideration when 
the item was procured with no such “RDSO approved sources need only quote” restriction.             

·     New Zonal Railways will have no records of past performance (of having supplied quantity higher than 15% of order quantity) on 
their Railway.  

6.7.       Centralized Website for Exchange of Useful Information  

Presently all ZR and PUs have their own websites providing details related to tenders, orders etc. There is no centralized website
providing the details. At the best only  linkage to website of other ZRs and PUs have been provide with.  

Feedback  

SECR: Railway Board are requested to consider the creation of central website for exchange of useful information’s between the various 
Zonal Railways/Production Units. The information’s may include the details of the high valued purchases, stock status of safety and other 
important items, list of surplus and over stock items, date of auctions, approved panel of vendors, important policy circulars, innovations
done by various Zonal Railways, important phone numbers etc.   

7.           MMIS  

MMIS developed by CR is to be implemented by all Zonal Railways. In the special meeting of COSs held in Kolkata (on 05-04-2006), 
following decisions were taken:  

·      All Railways to switch over to Central Railway’s MMIS at the earliest.   

·     Data Base structure of CR’s MMIS is to be treated as sacrosanct and it should not be altered/ modified for easy and early 
implementation.  

·     Customization, testing and rectification of software take a lot of time. So, this activity must be started in parallel with other activities 
such as Civil Works, Hardware etc. Further networking and online connectivity of depots with main server at headquarters must be
planned simultaneously.  

Present Status of implementation:   

SN Railway / PU 
Target 

1.      ER 
The contract for supply of H/W being cancelled as the supplies rejected. Fresh tender is 
being floated. 

2.      ECR
The customization of various reports of purchase module used in routine done. The testing 
of reports done on completed case files. On-line testing and customization of MMIS will be 
done as soon as the connectivity of purchase office and main server is established.

3.      ECoR 



 8.        E- Procurement  

In the special meeting of COSs held in Kolkata (on 05-04-2006), following decisions were taken:  

·         All Railways to visit NR for familiarization and also to obtain further guidelines for processing from NR.  

·         NR to hold training programmes for Railways for familiarization.  

Individual Railway wise targets were advised as below: 

Contract for both Hardware and Software has been awarded to M/s. CRIWS/New Delhi. 
Approval for system requirement specifications given. The requisite hardware is to be 
installed in the new zonal HQ building, which is not yet ready. MMIS likely to be 
implemented by December, 2006. 

4.      NR 
The purchase module has been loaded and data transfer work is in progress. 

5.      NCR
Purchase module implemented since 1st April, 2005. 

 Depot Module customization completed and implemented in the main depot at Jhansi from 
1st April, 2006. Implementation of Depot Module in other depots under process and will be 
completed by sep. 2006. 

6.      NER
Supply orders for all hardware placed. Tender for customization & implementation of MMIS 
for purchase module finalized. Tender for customization & implementation of depots module 
under process.  

7.      NFR
Purchase module to be implemented by 31.10.2006 & depot module to be implemented by 
30.11.2006. 

8.      SR 
Purchase Module running satisfactorily since April’04. Depot module is working satisfactorily 
in Eleven Depots. Hardware for remaining depots received and implementation expected to 
be completed by March 2006.  

 Customization document for finance module handed over to M/S CMC. CMC has not sent 
anybody for the implementation of finance module, in spite of having constant interactions 
with CMC.  

9.      SCR 
MMIS implementation to be completed in all remaining depots during this financial year.

10.   SECR 
MMIS as developed by Central Railway has been fully ported customized and implemented. 
Further some changes are being made in the Stores Account Module and Uniform Module.

11.   WR
Hardware: 

Sufficient computer terminals, line printers, etc. provided. P.O. for HQ Database Server 
issued to M/s HCL. Xeon Servers being used as trial as database and application server. 
Another set of Xeon Servers installed as depot database server. 

Software: 

The source code of purchase module & depot module loaded on trial database Xeon 
Servers. Application being customized locally by utilizing in-house talent in the absence of 
any response from CMC. 50 Nos ORACLE licenses procured from HCL. The tender for 
customization of MMIS through CMC discharged due to nil response from CMC. Fresh tender 
under issue including provision for Web Based Application. 

Networking: 

Around 50 networked clients made available in the COS office. Sr. EDPM awarded contract 
for installation and commissioning of networking components (with an optical fibre channel 
backbone) required for LAN in COS office, EDP Centre and Accounts. 

12.   WCR
Purchase module at HQ & Depots module at all 8 depots implemented. Accounts module is 
under final stage of implementation. Scrap Disposal module is under implementation. 
Implementation of Uniform module is not required on WCR as the uniforms are supplied by 
the parent Railways I.e., CR & WR. 

13.   CLW
CLW to implement the MMIS developed by one of the PUs as CR’s MMIS is more suited for 
working of Zonal Railways rather than working of PUs. 

14.   Metro 
Railway MMIS planned for implementation during 2006-07. 

15.   NWR
Hardware in data centre has been installed. Networking of HQ office, divisional offices and 
Jodhpur completed. More than 30 additional PC have been provided to depots for MMIS. 
The contract for software application is expected to be finalized by June 2006. The web 
enabled applications shall be implemented in all locations of NWR within a period of 6-8 
months.  



Present Status of implementation:  

 9.          Procurement by New Zonal Railways  

During the last COSs conference, it was desired by Board (MM) that new Zonal Railways should expedite taking over the procurement of
all items and reduce their dependence on parent railway to bare minimum.  

            Progress made in this regard will be discussed.   

10.       Schedule of Powers  

10.1.     Option Clause 

Suggestions by Railways  

DLW: Once the purchase with +30% option clause has been approved by Board, GMs may be given full powers to operate the +30%
option clause.   

10.2.          GM’s purchase powers for export             

The GM’s purchase power for export which at present is Rs.22.0 crore may be enhanced to Rs.30.0 crore. This will help in meeting the 
stringent delivery target of the export orders.   

10.3.          Unsolicited offer  

Hubs
Target 

Phase I 2006-07:   
NR Data Center Hub

September 2006 
NWR Data Centre Hub

March 2007 
SECR Data Center Hub

March 2007 
CR Data Center Hub

June 2007 
SR Data Center Hub

June 2007 
Phase II 2007-08   
ER Data Center Hub

December 2007 
NCR Data Center Hub

December 2007 
SCR Data Center Hub

December 2007 
SER Data Center Hub

July 2007 
WR Data Center Hub

December 2007 

Railway Target Progress made
NR September 2006 Supply Advertised as well as Limited tenders are being opened through E-

         Procurement system on regular basis & so far nearly 1200 tenders 
have been uploaded.

SR June 2007 E-Auction: Railway Board sanction towards Southern Railway’s proposal for 
conducting e-auction for sale of Permanent Way materials at a cost of 
Rs.3.20 

lakhs for a period of 3 months was communicated S.Rly experienced the 
following difficulties. 

 a. The mode of collection of entry fee. 

 b. The method of instantaneous collection of entry of acceptance of a 
 bidding in e-auction. 

 c. The method of ensuring a bidding issued is sanctioned on the same 
bidder. 



            As per existing instructions unsolicited offers are to be rejected. In the light of CVC’s directives vide letter No.98/ORD/1 dated 
02/07/2004, the high valued limited tenders are also being uploaded on the website.   

SECR: All limited tenders valued above Rs.2.5 lakhs are considered as high valued limited tenders. After implementation of the above
directives of CVC, the number of receipt of unsolicited offers has considerably gone up. For considering the unsolicited offers, the
procedure laid down under Railway Board’s letter No.76/RS(G)/779/18 dated 11/06/1976 is being followed as such finalisation of the 
tenders is taking long time. Railway Board may review the guidelines for consideration of unsolicited offers.  

10.4.          COS Powers for payment against performa invoice  

SECR: As per Rly.Board’s letter No.2001/FS/PW7/2 dated 20/12/2001, power of COS for 100% payment against proforma invoice is only 
upto Rs.2 lakh. It should be enhanced upto Rs.40 lakhs.  

NR: As per Rly.Board’s letter No.2001/FS/PW7/2 dated 20/12/2001, power of COS for 100% payment against proforma invoice is only 
upto Rs.2 lakh. It should be enhanced upto Rs.10 lakhs.  

10.5.          Foreign Exchange Release  

WR: Restriction in the expenditure of foreign exchange was placed by the Govt. of India in the era of acute shortage of foreign exchange.
Now as FE reserves with the Govt. of India is at very comfortable position, it is appropriate time for relaxing the restrictions to make
purchase faster.  

10.6.          Powers to place orders against Rate/Running Contract of agencies other than DGS&D  

SECR: Powers have been delegated upto Rs.10 lakhs to Dy.CMMs for placing orders against the rate/running contract of DGS&D but in
respect of the rate/running contracts of centralized agencies other than DGS&D, the powers delegated to Dy.CMMs are NIL. It is
suggested that similar powers must be delegated for placement of orders in respect of rate/running contract of agencies other than
DGS&D.  

10.7.          Urgency Certification  

NER:  In emergency and in case of safety items, COS is empowered to approve issue of special L.T. up to Rs. 50 lakhs. In such case if
single offer is received, a there is no provision for accepting such offer even if rate is reasonable and offer is acceptable otherwise. In
such case the authority empowered to approve Spl. Tender should also be given power to certify urgency so that single offer received
against SLT can be accepted.  

10.8.          Collection of EMD and Security Deposit  

In terms of Para.339 – Note, the amount of Earnest Money to be deposited should be sufficiently large to be a security against loss in the 
event of contractor failing to furnish the required security within the appointed time after acceptance of his tender or until such time as
the sums due to him form a sufficient guarantee, as the case may be.  

Feedback  

SR:   Different Zonal railways and production units are following different methods of arriving at the EMD amount. Hence Board may
issue directive so that the EMD amount being collected by Zonal railways/production units will be uniform. 

The maximum amount to be collected as Security Deposit is Rs.1 Lakh, which is considered, be inadequate. 

In works tender, the maximum amount of EMD being collected is Rs.50,000/- and Security Deposit collected is Rs.10 Lakhs. The same 
yardstick may be followed for supply tenders also.   

10.9.          Waiver of Liquidated damages & Risk Purchase  

ICF: At present the clause related to liquidated damages including Risk Purchase and Arbitration appearing in IRS condition of contract
may be waived in respect of contract valued upto Rs. 50,000/- (between Rs. 25,000/- to Rs. 50,000/- with finance concurrence and GMs 
sanction). This instruction was issued vide railway Board’s letter. No.86/RS(G)/779/38 Dated 09.12.87.   

10.10.      Vetting of purchase orders  

As per the existing Board’s order, the purchase orders above Rs. 50,000/- are required to be vetted by Associate Finance.   

Feedback  

ICF: Considering the general inflation and rise in price, this limit of purchase order vetting need to be raised to Rs. 1. Lakhs.  

10.11.      Operation of option clause  

            Recently it has been clarified that 30% option clause can be operated within the final delivery date of contract even if supply is
completed.   



Feedback  

NFR: The following issues are still remain unresolved:  

·      Whether the final delivery date of contract shall mean the original DP or the extended delivery period as well. 

·     Whether the option clause is to be operated basically to cover shortfall against IP requirement or also requirement of the next 
contract period.  
  

·     Board’s letter speaks about reasonable time/notice to the suppliers for executing such option clause without specifying the period.  

NFR’s view:   

The operation of option clause may be done within the original DP only as the vendors have tendency to leave small quantity uncomplied
and seek for extension of DP to take advantage of operation of option clause.  

The operation of OC be done to cover IP requirement + for WIP + buffer stock, as covering the requirement for the next contract period
affects tender decision in tender case opened for provisioning against next CP.  

“30 days” may be considered as reasonable notice period and the same may be stipulated in the tender schedule.  

SCR:    Whether under these circumstances the power of the purchaser is absolute as far as exercise of (+)30% option clause is
concerned. If not, exercise of (+)30% option clause has to be with the consent of the contractor.   

            How to deal with the situations where, the contractor refuses to accept the (+)30% option clause in a situation where he had
performed the contract in full before the expiry of the original delivery period.  

10.12.      Revision of SOP in terms of GFR 
  

11.          Withdrawal of offer by lowest tenderer  

At present if L-1 firm withdraws their offer, then the case is to be re-tendered as per guidelines issued by Railway Board vide their letter 
No.99/RS(G)/779/2 Pt.1 dated 16-04-2003 on the basis of CVC’s guidelines contained in their letter no.98/ORD dated 24-08-2000.  

Feedback:  

SR: If lower tenderer, backs out due to some or other reason, as per CVC guide line, such case is to be retendered. Presumably this
direction is for works contract where the work cannot be split. However, in purchase contract, it is noted that suppliers backs out on valid
reasons like mistake in their quotations in quoting wrong unit, rates etc. Sometimes, it is also noted that new source backs out due to
their inability to understand the drg./specn. etc. Under such circumstances, it may not be prudent to retender whole case. Board may like
to issue guideline on this aspect.  

ER: In the present market condition when steel prices are fluctuating very frequently and L-1 firm is giving validity of their offer for 30 
days only against tender requirement of 90/120 days. Since it is not possible to decide the tender committee cases in 30 days, as a
result of which the cases are being re-tendered as per above guidelines of Railway Board resulting in delay in settlement of tender 
committee cases.  

            Railway Board is requested to issue suitable guidelines so that offers giving validity less than 90/120 days and subsequently not
extending the validity of their offers are taken out of the purview. 

NR: Tenderers have made a practice to quote the rates with shorter validity like 21/30 days who at times also refuse to extend the
validity of their offer whereas, as per “Instructions to Tenderers”, offer should be kept open for 60/90 days in Ltd./Bulletin & Adv. Tender 
respectively.   

As per the instructions of the CVC “ once the lowest (L-1) party backs out there should be re-tendering in a transparent and fair manner. 
             

            The re-tendering of cases, due to this unfair practice of the firms by quoting short validity is not desirable and therefore, it is 
proposed to incorporate the condition in the tender as under:-   

            “Offer with short availability will be summarily ignored.”   

            Railway Board is requested to issue suitable instructions on the subject.  

12.       Piecemeal Wagon Movement 

Board has advised all COMs that there will be no loading of piecemeal steel traffic in Box ‘N’ Wagons and the Railways may permit loading 
of piecemeal steel traffic in other than Box ‘N’ Wagons, upto March’2006 where loaded wagons can be clubbed to form single destination 



or maximum upto 3 destinations which are operationally convenient rakes. After this, Board vide letter No.95/RS(S)/709/1 dt.
10.04.2006 has intimated that a committee of four Executive Directors has been constituted to evolve a workable scheme for movement
of above mentioned items by rail. It has also been informed that Advisor (Traffic)/Railway Board had agreed to maintain status quo for
transportation of these items in piecemeal wagons upto 30th April, 2006 instead of 31.03.2006. 

Feedback  

SCR: On this issue, the following points may be kept in view:  

·         If movement of these materials are to be made by road, then the volume of road transportation will be very high and so is 
expenditure. Estimates made on SCR indicate these figures as 898 trips with an estimated expenditure of Rs.1.60 crores per year.   

·         Sheets and plates of 10 mm thickness are manufactured by Bokaro Steel Plant. Past experiences indicate that the plant is not 
geared up for road despatches from Bokaro.   

·         Despatch of scrap by road to RWF is also fraught with the risk of pilferage/leakage en-route.  

RWF:   

·         ZR dispatching scrap to RWF have indicated difficulty in obtaining wagons for piecemeal dispatches due to above stated 
instructions from Traffic. 

·         On an average, RWF handles 325 wagons every month covering Receipts as well as Dispatches. 

·         In case piecemeal wagon movement for railways material is not permitted then, it will create severe problem at RWF for inward 
movement of scrap material as ZR may not be in a position to send the scrap in rake load as collection of scrap is at different locations on
each railway. Further, transportation of huge quantity of scrap from various Railways through road transport would be expensive and
issues of pilferage in transit may arise. Difficulties will also be faced to dispatch finished products-wheels, Axles and Wheel sets.  

NER: Arranging road movement for bulk items like Steel, WTA would not only be costlier but also create problem in arranging trucks to
some destinations. Hence, movement of steel and WTA items should continue to be done by wagons, as earlier. 
  


